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Boost Mobile Partners with SLING TV to Give Its Customers the Best Value
on Live TV
Boost Mobile Customers Can Save $120 a Year on SLING TV, and This Offer Lasts for as Long
as They Remain Subscribers

Boost Mobile customers can now pair the best
deal in wireless with the best deal in streaming
TV. Now, through June 14, 2023, customers who
own or purchase a Motorola smartphone are
eligible for an exclusive discount when they sign-
up for a SLING TV base service (SLING Orange,
SLING Blue or SLING Orange & SLING Blue combo)
at their local Boost Mobile store. New customers
can currently get the motorola edge+ 2023
starting at $199.99, or the motorola edge+ 2022
for just $49.99 when they switch to Boost Mobile1.

After June 14, new and existing Boost Mobile customers who open a new SLING account will be eligible
for this offer.

Boost Mobile customers who qualify will receive $10 off any SLING base service each month2 (a
$120/year value) – which includes top channels like ESPN, A&E, AMC, Bravo, CNN, TBS, TLC, TNT and
USA. Boost Mobile customers also have access to Sling Freestream, SLING’s free ad-supported
streaming television service, which features more than 375 channels, including over 100
entertainment, 40 sports and 45 news channels, all completely free. To create a Freestream account,
simply visit Sling.com/Freestream and click “Create Free Account” to start watching. Freestream is
also available on most smart TV platforms and streaming devices with no login required.

Boost Mobile also has a separate SLING offer for customers that provides six months of award-winning
AMC+ streaming, compliments of Boost Mobile3, which includes shows like Fear the Walking Dead,”
“Mad Men,” “Anne Rice’s Mayfair Witches”, and all of “Shudder” when they access AMC+ through SLING4.

“Boost Mobile’s mission is to deliver exceptional quality and value to our customers, and this SLING
offer helps them save even more on live TV while providing access to the content they love,” said
Mike Kelly, EVP group president, Retail Wireless, DISH Wireless. “With Boost Mobile and SLING,
customers have the ability to take live TV anywhere, at home or on-the-go.”

"We're delighted to bring exclusive SLING offers to Boost Mobile customers so they can enjoy the best
value in wireless and streaming television," said Gary Schanman, EVP group president, SLING TV.
"From top-tier live sports and news, to award-winning TV shows and movies, SLING is a one-stop shop
for entertainment."

To be eligible for these offers, customers must activate a new SLING account, use the same email for
their Boost Mobile and SLING accounts5, and keep their Boost Mobile and SLING accounts active.

To learn more about these various offers, please visit your local Boost Mobile store. Find the store
nearest you at boostmobile.com/locations.

To learn more about SLING TV, please visit sling.com.

 

1 Offer only available at Boost Mobile stores. Customers can find their nearest Boost Mobile retailer by
visiting BoostMobile.com/locations. Product availability varies by store.
2 $10 off SLING Blue, SLING Orange, or SLING Orange & SLING Blue base services with an active Boost
Mobile subscription on AutoPay. Offer valid for new SLING customers only.
3 Sign-up for a SLING account does not require purchase of SLING TV base service. Customers who
select AMC+ within the SLING app will need to provide a credit or debit card at registration for
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payment after the six month promotional period. AMC+ subscription automatically renews for $7.99 a
month after the six month promotional period.
4 Bundling the SLING $10 off a month and the AMC+ streaming offers is not permitted. Freestream is
available to any Boost Mobile customer at any time and can be combined with either the SLING $10
off a month or AMC+ offers.
5 Both Boost Mobile and SLING TV services must remain active to receive this exclusive savings on an
ongoing basis.
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